FOR : HEADS OF CONSTITUTIONAL BODIES, DEPARTMENTS, BUREAUS AND AGENCIES OF THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT, LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNITS, GOVERNMENT-OWNED OR CONTROLLED CORPORATIONS WITH ORIGINAL ChARTERS, AND STATE UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

SUBJECT : Asosasyon ng Aklatan at Sinupan ng Diliman, Inc. seminar-workshop

The Asosasyon ng Aklatan at Sinupan ng Diliman (AASDI), Inc. will hold a three-day seminar-workshop entitled "Libraries as Safe Spaces: Enhancing Library Service in Support of Users with Psycho-Social Issues", on April 24-26, 2019 at the Emiramona Hotel, Tagaytay City.

The seminar-workshop revisits the ways on how the library can be a safe space, which includes enhancing the well-being of the library personnel and equipping them with the basic skills to be able to provide social and emotional support to students.

Registration fee is Eight Thousand Pesos (Php8,000.00) per participant, inclusive of meals, kits and certificate. Interested participants are requested to register online at the AASDI website (https://aasdinews.wordpress.com/).

All concerned government employees may attend the seminar-workshop. However, it is discretionary on the part of the agency heads to allow their employees to attend on official business/time, as provided for under CSC Memorandum Circular No. 43, s. 1993.

For further details and information, you may coordinate with Ms. Corazon Gamboa at telephone number (02) 981-8500 loc. 3454 or with Ms. Cris Pabalant at telephone number (02) 981-8500 loc. 2868.
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